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3.1.40

KCP Grid Couplings

1. Characteristic & Merits

You can get more favourable convenience  and count down by using KCP Taper Grip 
Steel Flexible Coupling

- Parallel Misalignment
The movement of the grid in the lubricated grooves accommodates parallel 
misalignment and permits full functioning of the grid-groove action in damping out 
shock and vibration.

- Angular Misalignment
Under angular misalignment, the grid-groove design permits a rocking and sliding 
action of the lubricated grid and hubs without any loss of power through the resilient 
grid

- End Floating
Unrestrained end float of driving and driven members is permitted because the grid 
slides freely in the lubricated grooves

- Torsional Flexibility
Torsional flexibility is the advantage of KCP Taper Grid Couplings, providing flexible 
accommodation to changing load conditions.
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3.1.41

KCP Grid Couplings

1. Grid in Light Load
The grid bears near the outer edges of the hub teeth. The long span between the points of contact remains 
flexible under load variations.

2. Grid in Normal Load
As the load increases, the distance between the contact points on the hub teeth is shortened, but a free span 
still remains flexible for shock loads.

3. Grid in Shock Loads
The coupling is flexible within its rated power capactity. Under extreme overloads, the grid bears and transmits 
full load on the hub teeth directly.

KCP Taper Grid coupling creates the excellent performance as shown below.
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3.1.42

KCP Grid Couplings

The absorption of mechanical vibration of Taper Grid coupling

2. Application
Pin-Bush Flange coupling and Chain Couplings have usually been used, but now using the KCP TAPER GRID COUPLINGS, you will get many benefits

1. When reduction of vibration and shock load is required.
2. When adequate power transmission under line misalignment is required.
3. When adequate power transmission under angular misalignment is required.
4. When adequate power transmission under end floating is required. 
5. When it is necessary to prevent machinery part breakage under overload. 
6. When reverse revolution is required.
7. When a smooth start is required.
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3.1.43

KCP Grid Couplings

3. Structure

4. Designation
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3.1.44

KCP Grid Couplings

5. Selection of Method

1� Selection of Method size

By using the following formula, obtain Design Torque required.

- Select the size with the same or with the greater value at the Basic Torque column, Refer to the maximum shaft diamers of the size selected, and 
then compare the shaft diameters of the application with the max. bore dia of the size selected. lf the coupling bore is not suitable, select the larger size 
coupling.
- Special requirements
A. on calculating the torque required,use the lowest operating speed (N) of the application
B. If there are reverse motions repeated or frequent irregular kind changes, take service factor twice.

2�Example
When you select a COUPLING to connects 30HP, 1,1750rm motor and rotary type pump. Motor shaft dia is 48mm and pump’s 52mm.
• service factor of pump is 1.8

• Normal transmitting power is 30HP
The coupling size 1040 accepts the calculated torque 2210″·″. And then compare the application shaft diameter sizes(52mm) to the maximum bore of the 
selected coupling size 1040(43″mm).
You will select the coupling size 1060 accepting upto 55mm shaft dia meter. The size also accepts the application motor speed 1750 rpm. Either H or V 
cover is available. Finally, the coupling size 1060 is selected.
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3.1.45

KCP Grid Couplings

6. Installation
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3.1.46

KCP Grid Couplings

7. Installation
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3.1.47

KCP Grid Couplings

NB. Finer Power stocks up to 1150. larger sizes available on request

8. Specification of Puller Holes
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3.1.48

KCP Grid Couplings

9. Lubrication and Handing

Choose high qualty lubricant for KCP Taper Grid Couplings for good performance and long life.

1� Grease Lubrication
Grease on the grid & hub teeth before assembling covers.
Fill up grease through the lube plug of the assembled coupling.

2� Supplement
Add new grease every three months or 240-250 hours of operation
3� Replacement
Every 3 months, or every 4,000 hours operating you should replace all the deteriorated grease.

4� Selection
Choose grease according to the ambient temperature range in table 5.
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3.1.49

KCP Grid Couplings

NB. Finer Power stocks up to 1150. Larger sizes available on request. 

10. Dimensions

Type H (Horizontal Split Aluminium Cover)
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3.1.50

KCP Grid Couplings

Type V (Vertical Split Steel Cover)




